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The first one is based on the spectroscopy of a single trapped ion, the second on the spectroscopy of an ensemble of free falling neutral atoms. It is a coininonly shared opinion tha.t the ion approach may lead to a better ultimate frequency accuracy due to the "perfect" control of the ion motion, while the atoiiiic approach should lead to a better stability thanks to the large number of quantum references contributing to the signal. H. Katori proposed a scheme which would combine the advantages of both approaches [?I.
The idea is to trap neutral atoms in an optical lattice at a wavelength where the light-shift of the clock transit,ion vanishes. S7Sr probed in the Lamb-Dicke regime on the 5s2 'SO -5S5p3Ppo transition, seeins an ideal candidate for the realization of this scheme: this line has a natural linetvidth of -1 mHz and a high insensit,ivity to external electro-magnetic fields. We report direct observation and frequency measurement of this 'So 43 Po line within an accuracy of 20 kHz.
We have first determined the resonance frequency with an accuracy of N 100 kHz by indirect measurement of the energy difference between 'So and 3P0 sta.tes. It is performed by successive frequency measurements of atomic transitions with higher linewidth, easier to observe: 'SO -3 P I , 3P1 -3 S1 and 3S1 -3 PO transitions. To perform direct observation of the clock transition we probe atoiiis cooled to a temperature of N 2 mK in a magneto-optical trap (hdOT). Although the saturation broadening of the transition is orders of inagiiitude sinaller than the Doppler width (1.5 MHz), we achieve a detectable signal by inducing a srnall leak in the MOT with a laser tuned to resonance. Atoms accuniulate in the metastable 3P0 state where they escape the trap. The resonance is detected by a decrease in the MOT fluorescence signal with a cont.rast of 1%.
